
MOLE CONCEPT AND STOICHIOMETRY 
 

STATES OF MATTER 

 

Matter is defined as any substance that has mass, occupies volume 

and may be perceived by the senses. 

Matter is made up of small particles. The particles of the matter are 

very small.  

 

Characteristics of a matter: 

• Matter is made up of small particles. 

• The particles in the matter have spaces between them. 

These spaces are called inter molecular space. 

• The particles in the matter are moving in nature, because 

the particles of a matter have kinetic energy. The motion of the 

particles increases with an increase in temperature. 

• The particles in the matter attract each other, but this mutual 

force of attraction is effective only when the particles are very 

close to each other. In solids, the particles are closely packed 

and hence they have greater intermolecular forces attractions 

while in gases, the particles are loosely held. Hence, they have 

weak forces of attractions. 

 

Classification of matter:   

 

Matter has been classified into three states. They are namely - solid, 

liquid, gas. 

Plasma and Bose-Einstein Condensate are considered to be fourth and 

fifth states of matter under special conditions of pressure and 

temperature. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Solid state:  

  

Particles are bound together to form solids. 

 

 
 

In solids, the particles simply vibrate about their fixed positions, 

because their kinetic energy is low and not enough to let them break 

away from their mutual force of attraction. Therefore, solids have 

definite shapes, volumes and are not compressible. For the same 

reason, they do not flow, or diffuse. 

 

Exceptions:  

 

A rubber band can be stretched under force and regains the same 

shape when the force is removed. If the same rubber band is stretched 

maximum with excessive force it breaks. 

Sponge is another example of solid, which has minute holes in which 

the air is trapped. When it is pressed with a hand the air is expelled 

out and it gets compressed. 

 

Liquid state:  

 

In liquids, the kinetic energies of the particles are more than in 

solids and the particles are not bound to any fixed positions. They 

move around freely, at random, throughout the liquid. However, they 

do not have enough kinetic energy to break out of the boundary of the 

liquid mass. That explains why liquids do not have definite shapes, 



and flow or diffuse freely, but they do have definite volumes. Also, 

compared to solids, there are more spaces between the particles of 

liquids, but not enough to make liquids compressible. 

 

 

 

Gaseous state:  

 

In gases, the particles are not packed together at all, because 

their kinetic energies are high enough to let them break away from 

any boundaries. They are free to move around in random motion. That 

is why gases have no definite shape or volume, and they flow and 

diffuse easily. They collide with each other, and with the walls of 

their container. That’s how a gas exerts pressure on its container. 

Also, because the spaces between the particles are large, gases are 

highly compressible. 

 

Comparison of properties of solids, liquids and gases: 

 

 
 

 



Plasma state: 

   

Plasma is considered as the fourth state of matter. Plasma is similar to 

the gaseous state. The state consists of super energetic and super 

excited particles in the form of ionized gases. Plasma is made by 

heating a gas it loses all its electrons which is present in stars the 

plasma is produced in in sun and stars because of very high 

temperature. The sun and stars glow because of the presence of 

plasma in them. 

The fluorescent tube and neon sign bulbs consist of plasma. The gas 

present inside these bulbs and tubes is inert gas. When electricity is 

passed through them the gas gets ionised and charged. This charging 

up creates a glowing plasma, having a special colour depending on 

the nature of gas. 

 

Bose-Einstein condensates:   

 

The theory of BEC was developed by Indian physicist Satyendra Nath 

Bose in 1920 was developed the theory of BEC. Later Albert Einstein 

predicted a new state of matter – the Bose-Einstein Condensate 

(BEC). 

The BEC is formed by cooling a gas of extremely low density. Bose-

Einstein condensate refers to the collapse of atoms into a single 

quantum state. It is found at low temperatures when atoms are not 

able to move at all. 

 

GASEOUS STATE: GAS LAWS 

Among the known 117 elements, only 11 elements are in the gaseous 

state at room temperature and pressure. The gaseous state is the 

simplest form of matter. 

 

Properties 

• Gases have no definite shape and volume and hence assume the 

volume and shape of the container. 

• Gases are highly compressible. 



• Gases exert equal pressure in all directions. 

• Gases intermix equally and completely in all proportions. 

• Gases have lower density than solids and liquids. 

 

The study of the behaviour of gases has led to some important 

generalisations called the Gas Laws. 

The four main laws are Boyle's Law, Charles' Law, Gay Lussac's Law 

and Avogadro's Law. 

 

Boyle's law 
 

Robert Boyle in the year 1662 studied the effect of pressure on the 

volume of given mass of a gas at constant temperature. 

Boyle's Law expresses the relationship between volume and pressure. 

According to this law pressure is inversely proportional to volume at 

constant temperature. 

This law states that the volume of a gas with given mass is inversely 

proportional to its pressure at constant temperature. 

          P ∝ 1/V (at constant Temperature (T) and n) 

          P = K/V  (Here P = Pressure, V= Volume and K= 

Proportionality constant) 

PV = K - at constant temperature 

  

If P1 = initial pressure 

V1 = initial volume 

P2 = final pressure 

V2 = final volume, 

Then: P1V1 = P2V2 = K (constant) 

 

A gas in a beaker at P1 pressure occupies V1 volume. 

When the pressure is decreased from P1 to P2 then its volume 

increases to V2. 



 

 
 

 

 

Graph below giving the relationship between pressure and volume at 

constant temperature. 



 
 

Charles' Law 
 

Jacques Charles in the year 1787 studied effect of temperature on the 

volume of given mass of a gas under constant pressure. 

Charles' Law expresses the relationship between volume and 

temperature. 

According to this law volume is directly proportional to temperature 

at constant pressure. This law states that "the volume of a gas directly 

proportional to its absolute temperature under constant pressure. 

  V∝T, 

V = KT (K= Proportionality constant)   

Thus:   

          V/T = K - at constant 

pressure 

If V1 = initial volume 

T1 = initial temperature 



V2 = final volume 

T2 = final temperature, 

Then: 

V1/T1 = V2/T2 

 

When a gas kept at T1 temperature occupies volume V1 has increases 

to a temperature T2 occupies volume V2. 

 

 
 

 

Graph below giving the relationship between volume and temperature 

at different pressures. 



 
 

 

Gay Lussac's Law 

 

Gay-Lussac proposed this law in the year 1805. 

Gay Lussac's Law expresses the relationship between pressure and 

temperature. 

According to this law pressure is directly proportional to temperature 

at constant volume. 

P ∝ T 

P = KT (K = Proportionality constant) 

       P/T = K     -   at constant 

volume 



 

Graph below giving the relationship between pressure and 

temperature at different volumes. 

 

 
 

 

Avogadro's Law: 

 

Amedo Avogadro proposed this law in the year 1811. 

Avogadro's Law expresses the relationship between volume and 

number of particles. 

According to this law 'at constant temperature and pressure, the 

volumes of all gases is directly proportional to the number of gas 

particles'. It states that "equal volumes of all gases under similar 

conditions of temperature and pressure will contain the same number 

of molecules. 



V ∝ n 

V = nk 

 

RELATIVE ATOMIC MASS AND RELATIVE MOLECULAR 

MASS 

 

An atom is the basic unit of matter that consists of a central nucleus 

surrounded by a cloud of negatively charged electrons. The atomic 

nucleus contains positively charged protons and electrically neutral 

neutrons. 

Molecule is a group of two or more atoms that are held together by 

chemical bonds. 

Atoms and molecules are too small and are light weight, so we cannot 

weigh them directly. 

With the help of indirect methods, the atomic mass of 

few elements are determined: 

Example: 

Mass of 1 atom of Hydrogen: 1.6375*10–24 grams 

Mass of 1 atom of Oxygen: 26.454 *10–24 grams 

 

The determination of mass of an atom or molecule can be calculated 

in relative to the mass of 

the lightest atom, this mass is called relative mass.  

If the mass of an atom or molecule is determined in relation to the 

other standard element then that mass is known as Relative mass. 

 

If the relative mass is calculated for an atom then that mass is known 

as Relative Atomic Mass (RAM). 

If the relative mass is calculated for a molecule then that mass is 

known as Relative Molecular Mass (RMM). 

 

Definition of Relative Atomic Mass with respect to Hydrogen 

Initially hydrogen is used as a reference element to calculate the 



relative mass as it is the lightest element 

 

“It is the number that represents, how many times one atom of an 

element is heavier than one atom of hydrogen, whose weight is taken 

as unity.” 

(RAM) Relative atomic mass = (Mass of one atom of the 

element)/(Mass of one atom of hydrogen) 

 

As hydrogen exists in three isotopic forms, the relative mass of the 

hydrogen is confirmed as 

1.008 rather than 1. 

Hence it is not using as reference element for the calculation of the 

relative mass. 

Because of its unique nature, mass of 6C12 isotope of carbon was 

chosen as standard atomic mass for comparing atomic masses of other 

elements. 

 

Definition of Relative Atomic Mass with respect to C-12 
 

“It is the number that represents, how many times one atom of an 

element is 

heavier than the mass of one atom of carbon [6C12]. 

RAM = (Mass of one atom an element)/(1/12th Mass of an atom of 

carbon) 

 
 

 



It is important to note that most of the atomic masses are taken 

as average of atomic masses of two or more isotopes. 

 

Example: 

 

Chlorine consists of mixture of two isotopes of masses 37 and 35 in 

1:3 ratio. 

 

Thus average atomic mass of Chlorine is =  

 

= (37*1 +35*3)/4 

 

= 35.5  

 

 

Units for Atomic Mass Unit (amu) 
 

Atomic mass is only a number, therefore it has no units. 

1/12th mass of a carbon atom 6C12 isotope is called atomic mass unit 

(amu). 

Examples: 

The atomic mass of carbon is 12 amu. 

The atomic mass of Oxygen is 16 amu. 

The atomic mass of Hydrogen is 1 amu. 

 

 

Gram Atomic Mass or Gram Atom 
 

The expressing of relative atomic mass in grams is known as Gram 

atomic mass or Gram atom. 

 

Example: 

Relative atomic masses of some common elements on 6C12 standard 

scale: 



 
 

Relative Molecular Mass [RMM] or Molecular Weight 

 

“It is the number that represents, how many times one molecule of a 

substance is heavier than one atom of hydrogen, whose weight is 

taken as unity.” 

RMM = Mass of one molecule of a substance /Mass of an atom 

Hydrogen taken as Unity. 

 

Relative Molecular Mass [RMM] or Molecular Weight 

 

It is the number that represents, how many times one molecule of a 

substance is heavier than the mass of one atom of carbon [6C12]. 

RMM = Mass of one molecule of a substance /1/12th Mass of an atom 

of carbon 

 

Example of molecular weight: 

C2H4: (12.000*2) +(1.008*4) = 28.032 

CO: (12.000*1) +(15.995*1) = 27.995 

N2: (14.003*2) = 28.006 

 

 



MOLE CONCEPT AND PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION 

 

Mole concept 

 

Mole is the amount of substance, which contains as many elementary 

entities as there are in 12 grams of carbon. Elementary entities may 

be atoms, molecules, ions, electrons or protons. 

1mole of a substance always contains the same number of entities 

irrespective of the identity and kind of the substance. 

Example:  

1 mole of Nitrogen atoms contains 6.022*1023 number of atoms and 

weighs 14 grams. 

1 mole of Nitrogen molecule contains 6.023*1023 number of 

molecules and weighs 28 grams. 

 

Molar volume 

 

The volume occupied by 1 mole of a gas at STP is known as molar 

volume. 

Example: 

1 mole of CO2 occupies 22.4 litres of volume at STP. 

 

Avogadro number 

 

Calculation of Avogadro number 

 

Mass of carbon-12 was calculated using mass spectrometer and the 

value found to be 1.992648*10-23 grams. 

The scientists then divided 12 grams of Carbon-12 with mass of 

carbon-12. 

= (12 grams of C-12)/(Mass of C-12) 

= 12/(1.992648*10-23)  



= (6.0221367*1023) atoms/mole 

This the number of atoms in 1mole or 12 grams of Carbon. 

This is called as Avogadro number or Avogadro's constant. It is 

represented as NA. 

Avogadro’s number or Avogadro’s constant is defined as the number 

of atoms present in 12 grams of carbon -12 isotope or 6.022 x 

1023 number of atoms/molecules. 

Example: 1mole of water (H2O) molecule contains 6.022 x 

1023’number of water molecules. 

 

 
 

1mole of any atom always contains ‘6.022 x 1023’number of atoms. 

1mole of any molecule contains ‘6.022 x 1023’number of molecules. 

 

Applications of Avogadro's law 

 

It will explain about Gay-Lussac's law 

Using Avogadro's law atomicity of gases can be determined. 

It is useful in determining molecular formula of the gas. 

This law is useful in relating gram molecular mass and gram molar 

volume. 

This law is useful in relating molecular mass and vapour density. 



 

Molar mass 

 

It is the defined as mass of 1 mole of substance, expressed in grams. It 

is numerically equal to atomic mass or molecular mass. 

Molar mass can be obtained by adding atomic masses of all the atoms 

present in one molecule of the substance. 

Example:  

Calculation of molar mass of water (H2O). 

Atomic mass of hydrogen = 1.00794  

Atomic mass of oxygen = 15.9994 

Molar mass of water = (atomic mass of hydrogen*2)+ (atomic mass 

of oxygen) 

= (1.00794*2) + (15.9994) 

=18.0153 grams 

Thus mass of 1mole of substance = Molecular mass 

 

Percent composition 

 

Percent composition of elements or constituents in a compound is the 

number of parts by mass of that element or constituent present in 

hundred parts by molar mass of the compound. 

 

Percentage of an element or constituent = 

= (No. of parts by mass of the element or constituent x 100) / (Molar 

mass of the compound) 

Example: Percent calculation of hydrogen and oxygen in water. 

Mass % of hydrogen in water = (2*1.008*100)/18.02 

= 11.18 

Mass % of oxygen in water = (15.9994*100)/18.02 

= 88.79 

 

 



Chemical formula of a compound 

 

The chemical formula of a compound is derived from two parts. They 

are,   

                   → Empirical Formula 

                   → Molecular Formula 

 

The empirical formula gives the simplest whole number ratio of the 

different atoms present in one molecule of the compound. 

The empirical formula mass is the sum of the atomic masses different 

elements present in the empherical formula. 

 

The molecular formula gives the actual number of atoms of various 

elements present in one molecule of a compound. It is an integer 

multiple of the empirical formula. 

 

Molecular formula = n * (empherical formula) 

Example 

Empherical formula of glucose is:  CH2O 

Thus there exist two hydrogens and one oxygen per one carbon in 

glucose. 

In the case of glucose n = 6  

Molecular formula of glucose = 6* (empherical formula of glucose) 

=6*(CH2O) = (CH2O)6 

Molecular formula of glucose = C6H12O6 

 

Determination of empherical formula 

 

Empherical formula can be calculated by using following rules. 

Divide the percentage weight of each of element with its atomic 

weight. 

If molecule contains water of crystallization its percentage should be 

divided with molecular weight of water. 



The numbers obtained in the above two cases again has to be divided 

with smallest number obtained in above two cases to get the whole 

number value. 

Now write symbols different elements along with their obtained 

whole number value. 

 

Example 

Calculation empherical formula 

Element 
Percent 

composition 

Atomic 

mass 

Atomic 

ratio 

simplest 

ratio 

Ca            36.03 40 
36.03/40 

= 0.90 

0.90/0.90 

= 1 

Cl 63.97 35.5 
63.97/35.5 

= 1.80 

1.80/0.90 

= 2 

  

Thus, the ratio of Ca: Cl = 1:2 

So, empherical formula of the compound = Ca1Cl2 = CaCl2 

 

 


